


Thank you!
I love the smoothness of Prosper CBD
tincture and I swear it is supporting my sleep.
I have been awakening feeling more rested than
in the past and that means the world to me.

Helen Gardiner-Parks

I've been using Prosper CBD oil for 3 weeks and
I've noticed a decrease in anxiety and an increased

sense of well-being. I look forward to continuing with
your products for further benefits.

Vicki Bras



The morning after my very first load dose I woke up and thought, “This is what it
feels like to be human and not hurt!!” At age 60, with several autoimmune
conditions, something always hurts. After one bottle of Prosper CBD oil I am
sleeping better and my recovery time after working in the garden is amazingly
short. I can work two days in a row. Thank you so much for the work you are
doing and for the personal touch of being available to customers to answer any
questions they may have!

Wendy Peterson



Love my results with your CBD oil.

Nancy Morgen

I have tried other CBD oils with minimal effects.
I have had a good results with Prosper Wellness CBD
in reducing joint pain. I believe the “Loading Dose” is

very important and am very glad I made the investment!

Howard Cowen



I have gotten through the load dose and am enjoying the results so far this
wonderful product has given me. I have been enjoying a more restful sleep at
night and have a feeling of well being. My stress level has decreased. Hoping to
decrease any internal inflammation I may have.
I look forward to the continued use of this amazing product.
Arthur B Dayton



I'm finding the CBD oil extremely helpful – both
for arthritis in my wrist and for a good night's sleep. 

Susan Woodward

I bought it mainly to help with sleep and
I am falling asleep quicker and do not seem
to be waking up any longer during the night

from my wife’s allergy noises.
According to my Oura ring, I have less wake ups

and more deep sleep.

William Jarvis



I am almost done with the load dose bottle and I do
believe that it is helping my chronic pain and anxiety.
I don’t feel as much as I thought I would, but I am
hopeful that in time it will be wonderful. 

Joanna Lewis

I’m going on my 2nd week of Prosper CBD Oil and I
already feel a huge difference. My stress and worry has

Diminished. I am a very obsessive person and since I have been
taking this my obsessiveness and scattered thoughts

have been few and far between. I also sleep a lot better.
Thanks for all the help and stress free life.

AJ



This has made my life bearable and, in fact, livable. 
My pain and anxiety is gone,

I love My CBD OIL!

Shelly Diaz

I have cronic back pain which I have seen a small
amount of relief but the biggest relief is in my carpal tunnel.
I had original set surgery with my doctor and when they
called to confirm time I said not right now. It is feeling better and
as I increase my dosage I hope all my arthritis will see a relief.

Cindy Stiles



Just when I thought I needed a chiropractor, I discovered your CBD Oil, which has
made all the difference in the world for my neck and upper back...it’s where my
body carries all tension, and can be excruciatingly painful. The ability to take this
and feel more calm and centered allows those muscles to relax enough for me to
enjoy my first pain free time in what seems like forever. By becoming less anxious
and stressed, my days flow more smoothly and joyfully, and I am sleeping better
for the first time in memory. The oil is so pure that there is very little taste to it,
and that taste is pleasant! I have already recommended this to many people, and
several friends have ordered their own to get started!! So glad I found this, it’s
definitely improved my quality of life!

Deborah Northrop



I use the CBD oil before bedtime and wake refreshed
and deeply relaxed. Thank you for a great product!

Janice Rice

The CBD oil has helped with my sciatica pain.
Doesn't take it completely away but it makes it feel a lot better.
And it has also help me sleep better  

Lou Puopolo



I am loving my CBD OIL. I have had a great improvement in my
health since I started taking it. For example: I was taking 2400
to 2700 mg. of Gabapentin for pain and peripheral
neuropathy. I am now taking 1200 to 1500 mg. of Gabapentin
and my pain is less than when I was taking the high dose. Due
to taking CBD OIL, I am sleeping better, my pain is less, restless
leg syndrome is at a halt, the lymphedema in my legs has
improved, and my mental attitude is so much better.
I am 77, overweight, and my back is so damaged that the
orthopedic surgeon said "You have one of the worse messed
up backs I have seen in a long time," and that was in 2016. I
cannot walk or stand for any length of time so I am now in a
wheelchair. As for my internal health, it is pretty good, blood
work all normal; no high blood pressure, cholesterol normal,
no diabetes, etc. I eat healthy and take vitamin and mineral
supplements and I think that is why my health is as good as it
is.

Joan Stephenson



I have degenerative arthritis which is causing a lot of pain
especially in my neck, I am doing all I can to not have
surgery and I believe your CBD OIL IS HELPING!!

Lorraine Ghan

I recently reordered the cream & I love it!
Your Cream & pills are working wonders for

the nerve damage I have from a severe trauma!
Your products are working the best out of anything I have

tried for thirteen years!!  I will definitely be a lifetime customer!
I am sharing your information with everybody I know!

Thank you for a great CBD product! 

Lisa
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I’ve been using the CBD oil for about two weeks. I’ve had chronic back pain from
an accident & have had shots in my back for pain and seen a Chiropractor for
years. Within two weeks of using the CBD oil I can tell a huge decrease in my pain
level. Not only is my pain less, but I have also just felt better in general! I love
that it’s natural and has no side effects, and that I don’t have to take pain
medicine like I did before! I wasn’t a believer that CBD could really help, but now
that I’ve used it I’m telling all my friends and family about it!

Kathy White



I'm 65 years old, but I'm still very active. I do home theater installs so I'm climbing in attics and under
houses to pull wire.
At age 51 I was diagnosed with Hereditary Hemochromatosis. A condition where your body doesn't get
rid iron and as a result, end up with extremely high iron. It also causes accelerated arthritis. And a rare
form of arthritis from the gout strain. I have it through out my joints and have been on several
medications for about 15 years to make it tolerable to be able to work and function. Last Thursday I
was scheduled to have a surgery and had been told by my doctor to stop taking one of my
medications(Etodolac) a week prior to surgery because it was a form of ibuprofen and that has a blood
thinner in it.
I received an email a few weeks prior introducing me to your CBD gel caps so I placed an order since
there was a no risk 100% money back guarantee. I knew being off the Etodolac I was going to be in
pain, I received my order one day after I had stopped taking the Etodolac. That day was miserable,
every joint ached and I could hardly walk. I checked the mail and in it was my order of CBD gel caps. I
immediately took my first load dose. By bedtime I was skeptical because I was still in a lot of pain. The
next morning I took another load dose and within an hour I started feeling relief. That was Saturday,
but Sunday morning I started feeling more pain and had a difficult time coming down the stairs. I took
my next load dose and that evening I took an additional gel Cap. Monday morning I came right down
the stairs with very little pain. I continued the load dose the full six days, but due to by extreme
arthritis I decided to taper to four, then three then two and then to one gel cap and have also
continued taking one each evening. I have also stopped another prescription (Probenicid)and I feel
better than I have in years and have dumped two prescriptions. Today is Monday so I've been taking
the CBD for just over a week now. I've also given several people your website and info so they can try
it.
I'm a walking testimony that it works,but it doesn't happen all at once. The load dose is so important to
get maximum benefits.

David Martindale



This stuff is great! I'm a powerlifter and muscle soreness and
good sleep quality are extremely important to me. I've definitely
been sleeping better since starting on Prosper CBD Oil.
This has, in turn, helped my muscle recovery!
I used to not sleep through the night, but now I almost always do.

Jon

Started the load dose last week and it’s working great!
Wish I would have known about the load dose sooner, have
been taking CBD for over a year without this type of result.

Thanks!

Ron Cooper



I started on a different CBD oil and wasn't feeling results.
It tasted like cherry cough syrup. I looked closely at the label
and the first ingredient listed was MCT oil. You could barely read
the other ingredients but the bottle said refrigerate after opening.
Then I tried your CBD oil. What a big difference! I am seeing my
chiropractor less often because the pain has decreased.
It definitely is helping me! 

Lisa McClelland

I have had spectaular results. Colitus has been cleared. 

Tony Ricotta



Only been taking it for 1 ½ weeks,
only ½ week after Load dose.
Don’t expect a lot to happen until I take it for longer.
So far that my knees have been less stiff and
lower back with less pain, which I didn’t expect
to be better this soon.
Will continue to take it for awhile and
hope to see more improvement.

Steve Moore

I ordered the capsules and just finished a week of the loading
dose ones. I am pleased with the results of decrease of

anxiety and pain already. The staff have been extremely
helpful with instructions after purchase through email.

Pam Hernandez



I have been taking CBD for several months and switched to your brand a month or
more ago and it works well. I am an 82 yo with severe osteoarthritis of the back
whose MD put her on an opioid even though I asked him not to. I switched MDs a
few months later. I then saw your site and bought your product. I am using your
capsules and also an ointment with CBD and camphor. My nights are more
comfortable now. I thank you for your product.

Carol Williams

I ordered the $149.00 special with a free jar of CBD cream, I also wanted to order
4 jars of CBD cream, it does wonders for my husband and me. Our son, who has
severe swelling and pain in his hands due to arthritis. I have an early M appt. and
must get to bed, will order again tomorrow, please don't think I am not enjoying
your product, it's the only thing that works after 35 years of heavy duty meds, I
slowly coming off them thanks to your wonderful oil and cream, THANK YOU
THANK YOU THANK YOU!!!

----



This is my first bottle of the CBD oil, but I'm
noticing a difference in my sleep pattern. Instead
of waking every couple hours because of nerve pain
I'm now able to sleep longer and when I do wake I
take some more CBD oil. Hoping after a couple
months I'll be able to sleep the night through.

----
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----



I started loading CBD oil in mid January, and after 6 days I still
didn’t feel a difference. I was about to give up on it but figured I’d
continue anyway, just in case. In the next couple of days, I noticed
a definite improvement in my chronic neck pain. My arms had also
started bothering me, and I raised them up to work out the kinks
in the morning, I realized there was no pain! My neck also had less
pain and my range of motion was better, with less ache on deep
stretches. I’m not totally pain free but I do feel a difference, and
my brain is also clearer...

Susan Ruddiman

I just started last week and have noticed no difference in how I
feel. I started slowly with only the regular twice a day dose. I was
hoping to make it last longer due to the cost to continue on it.
Today I am going to follow the load dose directions and hope to
get results. I am starting to feel slightly less joint pain lately
during my therapeutic water aerobics classes.

Betty Ann Raymond



I have suffered with neck and right shoulder pain for
years- the only relief I ever found was adjustments from
a chiropractor. After reading about Prosper CBD products
I decided to try a bottle of the oil to see if I could get any
relief from the pain. After being on the load dose for the
third day, I noticed that the pain was not as intense but
by the time I finished the load dose the pain had
completely diminished!! This stuff works!!

Donald Law

Wanted to thank you all for your prompt shipment. I’m thankful that I
found your company, and for the education about making sure the cbd
is pure and of great quality. The fact that you are family owned and so
organic, and from the great state of Colorado, means a lot! I have been
dealing with a chronic neck injury and dizziness, and this is showing
great promise, as a natural alternative to pharma. Will keep you
informed.

Peter



I wanted to send a quick note on the results I have had with the pain freeze cream. I recently tore
my achilles tendon playing soccer. This has been one of the most extremely painful injuries that I
have had and I have had my share of injuries. I am extremely active and also coach a competitive
soccer team so being on my feet is vital. The pain freeze cream has not only given me relief from
the pain, but has got me on my feet and moving around fairly easier within a month after the
injury. I have not had surgery and elected to heal naturally. With the assistance of the pain freeze
cream, I am way ahead of schedule and have amazed my orthopedic. My son also uses the cream
for a nagging groin injury before and after games. We find this product to work better than
mainstream products such as icy hot and other pain relief products. Furthermore, we find that it
seems to have healing properties as well. Thank you for creating such a valuable product.

Brad Sandler



I tried your product a short while back for pain in a knee that is bone-on-
bone. I was amazed that first week of the load dose when I had so much relief
from pain. However, dropping down to 10 mg daily put me back to the old level
of pain. I suspect that I need a higher daily dose. But I ran out a week ago, and
for the last two days I have been so crippled up again.....when it finally dawned
on me...POW! No CBD oil! Therefore I am in the process of re-ordering tonight,
but wanted to tell you that this is the first product of any kind....and I've tried a
gazillion of them....that actually gave me relief from joint pain. Thank you sooooo
much!

Yvonne Jones

I want to thank you for a wonderful product. It has been vital to
calming my chronic pain and the accompanying anxiety, as well
as allowing me fabulously good night sleeps. I just finished this
bottle (over 30 doses)and look forward to receiving my next
order.

Jeanne Dempsey



3 things:
(1) A noticeable sense of overall relaxation within minutes of ingesting- I find 
myself doing the Primal Shrug, like WTF, it'll be fine...
(2) Marked improvement in falling and staying asleep as well as increased sleep 
time...
(3) I can fly- my arms however tire rapidly so only short distances for now, but 
still...!
I will do my best to let friends and family know about you guys as they turn to me 
for advice on natural remedies and have for years now... 

Tim Tamblin



This has been a lifesaver for me! It has lessened my 
pain from Fibromyalgia and neuropathy. 

Kelli Allison

I’ve already felt a difference in my sore knees. I’m finishing
my load dose, so I’m pleasantly surprised at how quickly
I’ve felt some pain relief! I’m getting my husband on it
next!

Jennifer Houle



I am now in the second bottle, and I definitely do see
improvement in my main areas of concern, periferal
neuropathy in my feet and knees and arthritis pain. I'm sure
I will be ordering more. Again, thanks so much for this!

Mary Maloney

This product helps me sleep! I have tried many cbd oils, but 
Prosper Wellness CBD is the best!

Debra Wilkins



Today I placed my second order for your CBD oil tincture after using it for about
the last 90 days. I have kidney disease, and my Nephrologist has been urging me
to go on dialysis. I will not do that or many reasons, but I wanted to tell you
about some apparently good news that may have come about after using your
product.

With no other change in my medications, except taking your CBD oil daily, my
blood test results show an improvement in kidney function. This is not conclusive
proof of the value of your product, but if I continue to see improving blood tests
with continued use of your CBD oil, that will be enough proof for me, and I will
discuss these results with my doctor. Thanks for making good products, and I
enjoy doing business with you.

David Kermode



My journey with pain and anxiety has been arduous. I have a connective tissue
disorder called Ehlers-Danlos. I've had a ten hour surgery to repair multiple organ
prolapses. I'm prematurely osteporitic and have fractured my shoulder and wrist.
In July 2018, I fractured my femur and after four months of trying to heal from the
three screws that were surgically inserted to repair the femur, the doctors took
the femur and hip out and gave me a complete replacement. I have a herniated
disc in my low spine now and might be facing another surgery. The CBD oil and
cream have helped me cope without taking vast amounts of pain killers. It also
calms me and gives me a sense of well being.

Elizabeth McReady



I just wanted to drop you a line and say how pleased I am with your product. I was
skeptical about this approach but did as you suggested and purchased the load
dose and 10mg CBD product. After the load dose to get my body ready, I began
taking 10mg capsule each morning. It really seems to be helping with a general
well being and has also helped with a lot of the everyday stiffness I used to have
early mornings. I am happy with the ease of using the 10mg capsules each day.

Keith Johnson



I absolutely love this product! It got me through laying 5
pallets of grass in the hot Texas sun. It kept my arthritis pain
at bay. It also helps my anxiety levels. Quality processing
and ingredients are very important which is why I chose this
particular brand.

Laura Rose Tellez

Well, I haven’t been taking cbd for very long but so far the
results seem positive. I’m hoping as I continue the results
will become even better. Another thing I like is that I don’t
have to take a huge quantity to get results.

Mark Melesky



I've been using Prosper CBD for 8 days, finished the Load
Dose and now one a day. So far it seems to be helping
reduce my joint and lower back inflammation. Thanks so
much,

Barry James Moore

I received the capsules and started my load dosage three
days ago and plan on following the recommended regime. I
have been feeling much better with less pain in my back
and legs. I am much better and I am satisfied with this
product!

Mary Fusilier



I had a dehydrated disc at L5-S1 which was compressing a nerve bundle and causing me great lower back pain, as well
as peripheral neuropathy in my feet. As a result, I couldn't stand, sit, or lay for more than short periods of time. I was
sleeping 2-4 hours a night and suffering acute depression from it all.

I had been on opioid pain pills, from Vicodin, to Vicodin ES, then Norco, as well as a plethora of NSAID's and other pills
to address the symptoms of the opioids. This went on for almost 20 years before I was put out to pasture, at which
time I lost my medical coverage and Social Security denied my disability claim. I then began years of having no
medication, no doctors, but all the pain.

Upon receiving your product, I started the load dose of pills. By the second day I experienced tremendous relief from
the pain in my lower back. I was shocked. The opioid's had never really addressed the pain, but for the first time in
over 20 years, I was basically pain free. The neuropathy was relieved, but not to the same extent. It is better, but not
gone. I finished the load dose today and am nervous that dropping down to the recommended 10 mg dose for fear
that the result will lessen, but I am a believer and we'll see where this goes from here.

I'm 64 yrs old and had my own marketing business, which I closed when I could no longer function well enough to
keep the business working. Having been in sales and marketing most of my life, I've become somewhat of a cynic
about claims that seem too good to be true. I was actually shocked when your product worked as claimed in your ad.
My sleep has been so intruded upon by pain that I can't remember having dreams for many, many years. On the CBD
Extract, I've started sleeping more deeply and have started to dream at night. I could hardly believe it. I have been on
medications to address the depression for many years, which I hate taking because they leave me in a fog. Since
taking the CBD Extract I have stopped taking the Duloxitin for depression. I was prescribed Duloxitin because it was
supposed to have a side benefit of relieving the peripheral neuropathy as well, but it had no noticeable effect on that.

So, that's my story. I just wanted to let you know how wonderful it was to find something that finally gave me some
relief after 2 decades of pain. You have a wonderful product. I just hope I can afford to continue to purchase it as time
goes by. It's a great deal, given the prices I've seen on CBD products, but even that becomes a challenge as your
income disappears and the pains of age rear their ugly head.

Curtis Martin



I've taken cbd drops for years to help w symptoms from
pancreatic cancer & chemo. I have been looking for tablets
that will be easier to take .......Ive battled cancer for 11yrs
and hope to be a long time customer w prosper
wellness! I'll send a pic of me /product and our new family
member -Liam! I'll send pics in the future as he grows
and I continue to use your products to stay alive!

Marcia Rodriguez

I had a molar pulled yesterday- after the numbing meds wore off the discomfort
was greatly increased. Ok- it plain old hurt. When I changed the gauze I put 5 drops
of CBD on after moistening with water then placed it in the bloody hole in my
mouth. Relief within 2 minuets- I was pleasantly surprised. CBD oil is amazing.

Kathleen Gilman



I have chronic problems with poor quality sleep and have
tried CBD tinctures and capsules in the past to little success.
I tried Prosper Wellness CBD capsules last night using a load
dose of 4 capsules. I slept better than I have in a while! I
improved my deep sleep and REM sleep! And this was just
the first night using the CBD!

Martha Mapp

I finished the first bottle, loading 5 caps a day for 6 days. I
have gotten such good results. My lower back is not aching
every day and my arthritis in my right hand is not hindering
me from strumming my ukulele and from being as active as
i want to be. Love my CBD!

Aileen Kageyama



Thanks so very much. Life got better! Sleep is good and
deep! Less gut inflammation, I’m gluten sensitive. That’s a
great start. I will let you know if my arthritis is less.

Marcia Russell

I am loving this CBD oil. Got through the first bottle, feeling better with
every capsule. Just started on the one per day regular dosage. Home
Run. It works!!! My achy 83 year old body is responding. Love it.

Thomas Glenn



While some days it doesn't completely take my pain away 
most days it really does. This really is some of the best CBD 
product I have found and I have tried several.
Absolutely love your CBD capsules!  

Tami Manley

The CBD that l got 5 days ago has helped me sleep better.l
will report to you as soon as l can work out what l need. I
do have high Hope's and will keep it up.
Thank you.

David Williams


